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Abstract
The characteristics of impulse breakdown voltages and the influence of the position of third electrode in air gap are investigated experimentally to study the parameters influencing the breakdown voltage in the presence of metallic objects around the high voltage power apparatus with air insulation. Experimental results show that the factors affecting the breakdown voltage are the shape and the size of the grounded electrode, the third metallic electrode location and the gap length. A comparison between negative and positive polarities of the applied voltages indicates an important influence of the polarity in the dielectric breakdown mechanism. The possible mechanism by which the local electric discharge initiates the main dielectric breakdown seems to be the high electric field around the local discharge channel and the streamers protruding from its surface.
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1. Introduction
In the high voltage and in the electrical equipments, the most of dielectrics used are the gases, research on the dielectric breakdown phenomena of the gaps insulated by gas are of a great interest. The electrical discharges in gases can be potentially implement in various applications like for example the deposition of films on substrate, the processes on the surfaces, in the bio-medical, the decontaminations and sterilization, the destruction of toxic constituents and sensors for the detection of trace of elements. The multiple gaps with electric discharges are employed in the systems of the high voltage electric power transmission, in the high voltage substations, for the high voltage equipments and for several applications. Due to the complexity of the process in the electrical discharges in the gases, there are multiples of question on the fundamental physical mechanism [1-10].

The lightning is an electrical discharge in the long gap can cause severe injuries to ground infrastructures. In the high voltage systems with multiples gaps arrangements, we have a high voltage electrode surrounded by several grounded devices; this causes the dielectric breakdowns on a long gap. Electrical discharges in gases represent a complex problem in the areas where the high-voltage techniques are utilised. For the improvements in the industries of the micro technology and nanotechnology, we must study the gap spacing between conductors. It is essential to understand the physical mechanism of the triggering process to ameliorate the geometry of the gaps. Therefore, it is necessitates studies of the mechanisms responsible for dielectric breakdown in gases.
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For better understanding the physics of the dielectric breakdown mechanism in a triggered discharge gap and how the dielectric breakdown is influenced by the discharge process. A three electrodes air gaps with an adjustable electrode to vary the gaps distances of the local discharge and a replaceable grounded electrode was constructed and experimentally investigated.

The paper reports the results of an investigation carried out in order to determine the critical impulse dielectric breakdown voltage. The energized electrode of the system is stressed by an impulse voltage waveform of 1.2/50 μs. The dielectric breakdown voltage variations are discussed as a function of the parameters influencing the discharge mechanism such as the gap geometry, the amplitude and polarity of the applied impulse voltage at the energized rod.

2. Experimental setup

The configuration of the electrical system with multiples electrodes consists of three electrodes, where the triggered electrode is a conical rod placed on the horizontal axis with the high voltage electrode an rod electrode (energized rod) facing each other together parallel with earth electrode (plane, and rods with different angles). The length of the local electric discharge can be varied by changing the position of the triggered electrode. Positive or negative electric discharges mean that the high-voltage electrode is positively or negatively energized.

The dielectric breakdown characteristics were investigated experimentally. We have accomplished several experiments by varying the main gap spacing formed between the high-voltage electrode (local electric discharge between the two horizontal conical rods) and the grounded electrode. We have studied the effect of a local electric discharge (between the energized rod and the trigger electrode) on the dielectric breakdown voltage of the main gap.

It is important to understand how the multiples gaps with local electric discharge can affect the dielectric breakdown voltage probability of the main gap with an impulse high voltage. The impulse high voltage with a waveform of 1.2/50 μs is applied directly to the energized rod, which produced a local electric discharge between the two horizontal conical rods. All measurements and observations were carried out under standard lightning impulse voltage (1.2/50 μs) in air at atmospheric pressure.

3. Results and discussion

The electrical discharge mechanism and the dielectric breakdown voltage characteristics of multiples gaps in air with the presence of local electric discharge are investigated. A high voltage impulse is applied to the energized rod electrode, which initiates the dielectric breakdown process. Local electric discharge occurring in the initial gap between the horizontal electrodes rod, results in the formation of plasma which contributes largely on the development of the others electrical discharges.

The dielectric breakdown initiation is principally due to the locally high electric fields, the field distortion and the emission mechanisms in the gap, because of the presence of local electrical discharge. The electric field is low for the dielectric breakdown of the main gap, but sufficiently for an electron to move toward the grounded electrode. Electrical discharge occurs between the energized electrode and trigger electrode and both are at the same potential. This (local electric discharge) enhances the electron emission mechanisms necessary for a development of electron avalanches. Another electric discharge forms between the local electric discharge and the grounded electrode, which breakdown the main gap.

The electric field distribution and UV radiation from the local electric discharge are the cause of the dielectric breakdown of the main gap. This is the reasons of the ionization process when the electrons are produced by the electron emission mechanisms from the local electric discharge, and the
photoelectrons produced by the local electric discharge across the main gap, and after the charged particles avalanches triggered the main gap (Fig. 1). In Fig. 1 and 2 the dielectric breakdown voltage characteristics for both polarities of the local electric discharge - plane gap and the local electric discharge - rod gap (grounded conical rod $\theta=15^\circ$) respectively is plotted for the trigger gap (between the energized rod and the trigger electrode) of 0.3 cm.

Figure 1. Dielectric breakdown voltage characteristics for both polarities of the local electric discharge - plane gap (d=0.3 cm).

Figure 2. Dielectric breakdown voltage characteristics for both polarities of the local electric discharge - rod gap (grounded conical rod $\theta=15^\circ$ and d=0.3 cm).
The experimental results show that the dielectric breakdown voltages for the negative polarity are significantly lower than those for the positive polarity (Fig. 2), in the local electric discharge - rod gap configuration. For the confection of the high voltage systems most of the studies are made under positive polarity which is crucial. The negative polarity is usually considered less severe; in the domain using the electrical discharges, what corresponds to it a high dielectric breakdown voltage.

We studied in a non-uniform electric field the influence of the local electric discharge on the dielectric breakdown voltage in a multiple air gaps as a function of dimensions and geometry of the gap. To study the effect of the high voltage polarities on the dielectric breakdown of the main gap in non uniform electric field, we varied the length of the local electric discharge by varying the trigger gap. In the local electric discharge - rod configuration, the negative polarity resulted in a lower dielectric breakdown voltage than those of the local electric discharge - plane configuration for all the trigger gap lengths as indicated in figures 1 through 4. The experimental results show that the plasma formed by the local electric discharge can lower the dielectric breakdown voltage for the main gap in the local electric discharge - rod configuration for the negative polarity.

![Figure 3. Dielectric breakdown voltage characteristics for both polarities of the local electric discharge - plane gap (d=2 cm).](image)

The high voltage insulator is an important element in the high voltage electric power transmission systems. Every imperfection of the high voltage insulators results of the rupture in the systems of the electric power transmission. The industries depend on the continuity of the power supply, and the electrical discharge is a substantial problem among the others in the electric transmission of high voltage. The flashover on the high voltage insulators is one of these problems.

The presence of the electric discharges on the high voltage insulators and their propagations on the surface of the high voltage insulator cause the flashover and the rupture of the systems. The electric discharges on the high voltage insulator trigger the dielectric breakdown of the gap between the electric high voltage line and the grounded pylon, and cause the interruption in the power supply. The polarity effect in the flashover on the high voltage insulators used in the high voltage power transmission is in the same relationship with the dielectric breakdown voltage in the presence of a local electrical discharge.
Figure 4. Dielectric breakdown characteristics for both polarities of the local electric discharge - rod gap (grounded conical rod $\theta=15^\circ$ and $d=2$ cm).

The cause of the voltage polarity effect in the flashover voltage of the high voltage insulators is still unclear, that the negative flashover voltage is lower than the positive flashover voltage (Fig. 5).

Figure 5. Characteristics of the flashover voltage for both polarities of the applied voltage.
Several electric discharges may appear on the high voltage insulator surface after the high voltage is applied. The mechanism of the propagation of the electric discharges in the flashover of the high voltage insulators is the same of the electric discharge in a non uniform electric field of the multiples electrodes in the air gap.

The local electric discharge facilitates the development of the electrical discharges in the main gap by decreasing the breakdown voltage (Figs. 6-11). In the configuration of negative polarity of the energized electrode, the dielectric breakdown voltage of the local electric discharge - rod gap was much lower than that for air alone in the rod-rod gap (Fig. 7, Fig. 9, and Fig. 11).

The discharge process is more complex with negative polarity of the energized electrode than that with positive polarity. There are differences in the dielectric breakdown voltage of the main gap for the negative and positive electrical discharge. The difference in the dielectric breakdown process between positive and negative impulse voltage can not be described only by using the applied electric field distribution in the gap. The effects of the space charge generated at the local electrical discharge must be included in the analysis [11]. Space charge will be generated around the local electric discharge and adjacent to the rod electrode, for the local electrode discharge - rod geometry, because the highest electric field is located both adjacent to the local electric discharge electrode and the grounded rod.

![Figure 6. Dielectric breakdown voltage characteristics for positive polarity of the local electric discharge (different geometries and d=0.3 cm).](image)

The electric field distribution between the positive space charge and the negative space charge reduces the mean electric field strength in the main gap [12]. This configuration is similar to the rod - rod gap configuration, which has a higher dielectric breakdown voltage than a rod - plate electrode configuration. Under dynamic conditions for the local electric discharge - plane geometry, the highest electric field strength is located at the local electric discharge. It is therefore reasonable to assume that the dielectric breakdown process starts at the local electric discharge with positive polarity and propagates towards the ground plane electrode.
The trigger electrode stipulating a local electric discharge which serves as source for the development of streamers when high voltages are applied. From the local plasma, streamers initiate electron avalanche that bridge the gaps to the high voltage electrode and ground electrode, providing a
closing path for the dielectric breakdown of the main gap. The dielectric breakdown of the main gap is caused partly with positive and negative streamers. The breakdown voltage decreases when we increase the gap of the local electric discharge (Figs. 6-11). With a local electric discharge the dielectric breakdown mechanism starts at the electric discharge electrode that influences the emergence and development of electrical discharge from the local electric discharge.

Figure 9. Dielectric breakdown characteristics for negative polarity of the local electric discharge (different geometries and d=2 cm).

Figure 10. Dielectric breakdown characteristics for positive polarity of the local electric discharge (different geometries and d=3 cm).
The trigger electrode providing a local electric discharge which serves as source for the development of streamers when high voltages are applied. From the local plasma, streamers initiate electron avalanche that bridge the gaps to the high voltage electrode and ground electrode, providing a closing path for the dielectric breakdown of the main gap. The dielectric breakdown of the main gap is caused partly with positive and negative streamers. The breakdown voltage decreases when we increase the gap of the local discharge (Figs. 6-11). With a local discharge the dielectric breakdown mechanism starts at the discharge electrode that influences the emergence and development of discharge from the local discharge.

Figure 11. Dielectric breakdown characteristics for negative polarity of the local discharge (different geometries and d=3 cm).

In the presence of a local electric discharge, the dielectric breakdown initiation in the main gap is principally due to the following mechanisms: the electric field distortion with the space charged particles and the photon emission due to the existing plasma channel of the local electric discharge. The polarity effect on the dielectric breakdown of the main gap can be related to the electric field distortion.

Triggered dielectric breakdown with local electric discharge can develop in an electric field lower than the required for dielectric breakdown without local electric discharge. The local electric discharge creates plasma which can be propagated and ionized the air in electric fields lower than those required for dielectric breakdown without initial local electric discharge. The local electric discharge creates plasma which distorts the electric field due to the high density of the charged particles in the volume.

The reduction of the dielectric breakdown voltage with local electric discharge makes this process so attractive. As a local electric discharge is triggered ionizing a volume of gas, the streamer can develop with electric fields lower than the dielectric breakdown voltage without a local electric discharge. The physical mechanisms depend strongly on polarity, electrode shape, distance and properties of the applied voltage, which shows that the propagation of discharges in air is a highly
complex process, which makes the scientific progress so difficult in this domain. To understand the mechanisms of the triggered a main gap with a local electrical discharge, we must know the electric field distribution under the static condition and the electric field distribution under the dynamic condition, taking into account the voltage polarity. It is significant to note that the geometry configuration of the gap plays an important role in the dynamic process of the development of the electric discharge in the multiples electrodes.

4. Conclusion

Electrical discharges in gases present a considerable interest for a large range of applications. In a multiple gaps system with a high voltage electrode surrounded by a several grounded electrodes, the dielectric breakdown can occur in longer gap spacing. In order to study the electric discharge mechanism, the characteristics of dielectric breakdown voltage for the air gas in the presence of a local electric discharge with multiple electrodes were investigated.

The performance of various geometries of the electrodes configurations in air gaps has been studied experimentally. These electrode configurations are important in electric power distribution systems; the shape of electrodes has a significant impact on the dielectric breakdown voltages of air gaps. Experimental researches were undertaken with different geometries at atmospheric pressure under impulse voltage.

The dielectric breakdown voltage characteristic of air gap is affected by the surrounding conditions. The emission and photoemission intensity of the local electric discharge have an important role in the propagation of the local electric discharge to dielectric breakdown the main gap. The dielectric breakdown voltage of the main gap depends on the electrical field distribution near the local discharge.
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